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Next time you party, try a dip. Or two. Or three. Rick Rodgers, renowned cooking teacher and

cookbook author shares 95 of his favorite dip recipes in his new book, Dip It! Of course there's the

classic onion soup mix, but why not make Rick's updated recipe with onions? For a Super Bowl or

tailgating party, you'll score big with bowls of tortilla chips served up with meaty Hot Beef and Pinto

Bean Chili Dip. There are plenty of vegetarian spreads, too. Scoop wedges of pita into Moroccan

Eggplant and Tomato Dip. The Faux Cheese Fondue will be a hit with cheese lovers. Rick also

offers plenty of lighter dips such as the Two-Alarm Salsa or Three-Bean Salsa. Need an elegant dip

for a special occasion? Try the Pesto Mascarpone or the silky smooth Double Salmon Dip. And

many of these dips do double dutyâ€”use them to bring a little something extra to your sandwiches.

And what's homemade dip without crunchy, crispy dippers? There are recipes for homemade

versions of Potato Chips, Herbed Breadsticks, Tortilla Chips, and much more. Also included is a

complete list of vegetable dippers that will add snap and color to your table. Rick also offers lots of

helpful entertaining tips from do-ahead recipes to creative dip holders. So have a party. Take a dip

with Dip It!
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I just purchased this book a few weeks ago, and I cannot believe how easy the recipes are. Simple

ingredients... awesome results. I first tried the seven-layer dip - SUCCESS! Everybody loved it...

and wanted the recipe. With recipes like these, I am definitely looking forward to hosting many more



parties!

In my search for a great dip book, I found it in this one. I did a lot of searching and browsing and

came upon this book. The recipes are easy to make and delicious. I also like the little tidbits at the

beginning of eat recipe, along with recommended dippers.

I have a number of Rick Rodgers books. I have also taken two demo classes with him for holiday

menus. This book is typical Rodgers, well written, concise and intriguing. A different take on the

most favorite of all party foods. I ordered it for my three kids.

Lots of great ideas for a wide variety of dips. A good alternative if your signature party dish is onion

dip.

After searching EVERYWHERE for a recipe for ratatouille that children could at least TOLERATE to

go along with a fun home movie night--I found this gem of a book. There are several excellent dips

using common ingredients like lime and cilantro, one "home made" onion dip that--frankly--we liked

the soup mix kind better AND the ratatouille receipe! His good suggestions included cutting up the

veggies into good size pieces (about 1/2 ") and roasting them first. That keeps their color and it

doesn't turn into a grey mush. Additionally, because this is FUN, the kids can actually pick out

"suspect" veggies because they can see them. Typically they get so engrossed in the movie and it's

love of fine food they can be persuaded to at least try a new veggie. Best of all the sidebars offer

many good suggestions for non-traditional dippers--like toasted whole grain pita triangles to make a

meal out of a fun time.

This was a wedding gift, along with a dip chiller and spreader. I liked it, I hope the bride does too.
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